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All models used the then-new M30 straight-6 engine. It marked BMW's return to the full-size
luxury sedan market after a hiatus of 5 years and was introduced as a response to growing
market segment dominated by Mercedes-Benz. It was important in establishing BMW's
reputation as a maker of sporting, luxury sedans. After a long hiatus, BMW decided to develop a
six-cylinder car in the early s. Work on what was to become the E3 commenced in The engine
was based on the existing fours , sharing their overall layout while not merely an addition of two
cylinders. A new feature was the twin headlights, set into the grille, a design which was to
define BMW styling for decades. Early mockups of the E3 featured broad rectangular single
headlamps with rounded corners, but these never went into production - perhaps as a result of
the lukewarm reception of the similarly designed CS. In spite of the car's all-new construction it
only cost 70 million D-mark to develop. This was less than half of what one might have expected
at the time. Models were given names denoting their engine sizes, and suffixes to indicate the
long-wheelbase L and fuel injection i available on later cars. The two initial models, introduced
in and sold through , were the 2. Aside from the larger engine, the also had bigger tyres and a
somewhat sportier suspension, as well as various creature comforts such as a heated rear
window, a full tool set, Boge Nivomat self-levelling rear suspension, and a smattering more
external chrome. The big-bore, dual-carbureted 3. Also produced were long-wheelbase L
models 3. With a fully independent suspension along with four wheel disc brakes, the E3 was
well ahead of its time in the early s. Surprisingly, considering their respective marketing
profiles, the 3. Vision is also good, with narrow pillars and no less than 2. At the end of the new,
larger 3. It had the longer wheelbase and a bigger engine, although the power was no more than
that of the 3. Instead, more torque meant to provide a more luxurious rather than BMW's usual
sporting feel. This engine was updated to fuel injection in June , with a few more horsepower.
Subsequent to the introduction of a 3. The E3 Sedan was in production from â€”, with a total of
circa , cars produced. Of these, 71, were of the US-only "Bavaria" model. In the US market, the
and were introduced in This new E3 configuration was called the "Bavaria" and was unique to
the US market. It is generally considered the forebear of the modern BMW high-performance
sedan as it combined brisk acceleration, reasonable fuel economy, plenty of room for four
people and a large trunk. The majority of them were sold with a four-speed manual transmission
, [ citation needed ] reflecting the sporting nature of the sedan. For the model year, the was
dropped while the M30 engine size in the Bavaria was increased to 3. The former was now called
the 3. These two models, the 3. In BMW introduced fuel injection to the US market M30 motor,
replacing the twin two-barrel Zenith carburetors used since its inception. The Bavaria was
dropped from the line-up, nominally replaced by the fuel-injected M30 powered E12 i , and the
fuel-injected 3. The fully optioned 3. But they were also related to the earlier CS , as is evident at
the rear. The first model was the well-equipped CS of The 3. In the smaller engined 2. The CSL
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Wilhelm Hofmeister [1]. Full-size luxury car F. Front-engine, rear-wheel drive. Isetta , LS, New
Class sedans. Sports car. While it did supplant the original E24 based 6 Series in , a common
misconception is that the 8 Series was developed as a successor. It was actually in an entirely
new model class aimed at a different market, with a substantially higher price and performance
than the 6 Series. Development of the 8 Series began in July , with both the final design phase
reaching completion and production development starting in The 8 Series was designed to
move beyond the market of the original 6 Series. The 8 Series had substantially improved
performance, as well as a far higher purchase price. Over 1. The 8 Series offered the first V12
engine mated to a 6-speed manual transmission on a road car. It was one of the first vehicles to
be fitted with an electronic drive-by-wire throttle. Some of the car's weight may have been due
to its pillar-less " hardtop " body style, which lacked a "B" pillar. Sales of the 8 Series were
affected by the global recession of the early s, the Persian Gulf War, and energy price spikes.
As a result, plans for the high performance M8 variant were dropped in BMW continued
production for other markets until having sold 30, in all markets. The Ci was offered with two
different engine packages. The first used the 4. From mid, production phased in the newer 4.
The Ci was available with a 5-speed automatic transmission , though European cars were given
the option of a 6-speed manual transmission. The only external features distinguishing the V8
model from the V12 models were the quad round exhausts, which were square in the V12
models. The Ci stayed in production until May The i was the first model of the 8 Series launched

in with the 5. There is some confusion over why and when the i became the Ci. This was not an
immediate changeover, and indeed both the M70 and Mengined cars rolled off the production
lines side by side for about nine months in , both named Ci. As the displacement of the M73
increased to 5. As a top-of-the-range variant of the 8 Series, the CSi took over from the
prototype M8 variant. The modifications included Bosch Motronic 1. The CSi's modified
suspension included stiffer springs and dampers that reduced the car's ride height. The model
also sported staggered throwing star wheels. The front and rear bumpers were reshaped for
improved aerodynamic performance. Four round stainless steel exhaust tips replaced the
square tips found on other models. The 6-speed manual gearbox was the only transmission
option. In Europe, all CSi's came with four-wheel steering AHK - Aktive Hinterachs-Kinematik ,
Active rear axle Kinematics , upgraded and ventilated brakes with floating front discs, rear
differential oil cooler, engine oil cooler, two-tone interior, sports seats, and reshaped mirrors.
Production ended in late because the S70 engine could not be modified to comply with new
emission regulations without substantial re-engineering. The Ci 4. The high performance CSi
model only came with a 6-speed manual transmission. The i was a prototype that did not reach
production. Eighteen cars were produced, thirteen of which had an automatic gearbox fitted.
The 8 Series had been planned from the start with a convertible version in mind. Although the i
Cabrio was developed to production readiness, it never went into production. At a relatively late
date it was decided that this model was unlikely to recover its development cost. The M8 was
originally envisioned as a Ferrari competitor equipped with a special version of the S70 engine,
with modifications including a displacement increase to just over 6 litres, dual camshafts for
each cylinder bank, individual throttle bodies with roller valves, four valves per cylinder head,
carbon fibre intake manifolds and continuously variable valve timing. The car was given two
intakes by its rear arches for engine and differential oil cooling. It was also given a wider track
via a wider drive axle as well as uprated front brakes. The interior was completely stripped, with
bucket seats and additional gauges for oil pressure, oil temperature, and water temperature.
The M8 was given a B-pillar to retain structural rigidity as well as the pop up headlights being
deleted from the car. Other modifications include bodywork modifications such as a new front
bumper, new wing mirrors, more flared wheel arches and a vent in the bonnet. The car's kerb
weight was reduced to less than kilograms by making elements of the car glass reinforced
plastic such as the bonnet, doors and boot lid , using carbon fibre wheels and removing the rear
seats from the car. The windows were made of Lexan. The project was eventually scrapped
because BMW decided that there was no market for a high performance variant of the 8 Series
primarily because of the on-going economic recession of the s. The only prototype ever
produced one that was reportedly not even safe for normal road usage was locked away by
BMW in the company's Giftschrank poison storage. A world exclusive feature in the February
issue of BMW Car Magazine, however, revealed that the M8 prototype still exists in its entirety.
The B12 5. The carbon-fibre hood had cooling vents and a NACA duct for improved engine
cooling. The 8 Series is a very rare car to see in any form of motorsport. One of the most
successful examples was built by Wagenstetter Motorsport [30] however, and, until recently,
was raced in the Nurburgring VLN endurance championship. It's based on an i, but now has an
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â€”May [2]. Klaus Kapitza [4]. Grand tourer S. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive. Z4 E It replaced
the E23 and was initially available with straight-six or V12 powerplants. In , V8 engines became
available. From its inception, the E32 was widely considered the most technologically advanced
series of cars in its day and set the standard for performance luxury cars well into the s. The
E32 introduced several features for the first time in a BMW: Electronic Damper Control ,; [7]
Traction Control System ; [8] standard and long wheelbase length i and iL ; and dual-zone
climate control. Additionally, some of world's first automotive features for passenger vehicles
were introduced in E projector lens headlamps ; double glazing windows , beating
Mercedes-Benz by a few months ; HID Xenon headlamps ; [11]. In , the E32 was replaced by the
E38 ; an evolutionary design that built upon the E32's driver-centric design. The styling is
credited to then-chief stylist Ercole Spada and Hans Kerschbaum working under the guidance

of then-chief designer Claus Luthe. By , scale models were presented and frozen in October for
production which was scheduled in June Production of the E32 7 series started with the i in
June and the i in December , concluding in April with a total of , units built. Some luxury options
featured on the E32 include integrated telephone and fax machines, a wine cooler ,
electronically adjustable rear seats and radio controls for rear passengers exclusive to the iL. In
, world first series production low beam Xenon high-intensity discharge headlamps Litronic,
only low beam were introduced on the iL. The E32 was the first BMW to be available with
traction control called Automatic Stability Control at the time, however ASC is not considered
as stability control by modern definitions. The car was also available in a long-wheelbase
version indicated by an 'L' from German Lang , after the model number. These models have an
extra The rated power output of the 5. The 4. The Nikasil bore lining used in the M60 engine was
prone to damage when used with high-sulfur fuels. The E32 was the first BMW to use L-shaped
tail-lights, which were designed with safety of following traffic in mind. Externally, the BMW
'kidney' grille indicated which engine was present under the hood: all 6-cylinder models have a
narrow grille, and a wider grille was standard for the V8 and V12 models. The narrow grille was
available as an option on the 8- and cylinder E32 models. The official specifications are as
follows. Complete with independent heating and ventilation, it also added a second battery in
the trunk and a second alternator to provide power for all these luxuries. The 'Highline' option
package cost more than 20, DM , and was only available on the iL, bringing the total price to well
over twice that of a base model i. The Goldfisch , also called the or the "Secret Seven"
internally, is a concept full size luxury car based on the E32 i. Conceived by Dr. Karlheinz Lange
in the late s, it was meant to be the top-of-the line variant of the 7 Series also designed to
compete with offerings from rival Mercedes-Benz. Lange also involved two other employees in
the project, namely Adolf Fischer and Hanns-Peter Weisbarth both being senior employees. The
concept car was completed in just six months. The main notable feature is the V16 engine
designed by Adolf Fischer, which is essentially a modified M70 V12 enlarged to have four extra
cylinders, capacity enlarged to 6. The engine was fitted with Bosch DME 3. Desired level of
performance was achieved when the system treated the engine as two inline-8 engines bolted
together. Power was sent to the rear wheels via a 6-speed manual transmission shared with the
E31 8 Series. Air was expelled through a custom made valence panel at the rear of the car which
led to the use of small tail lights with no fog and reverse lights. The car remained a technology
demonstrator only and was never put into production due to the V16 engine being incompliant
to the environmental regulations. The E34 5 Series , introduced in , has design cues similar to
the E It also uses the same M30 straight-6 and M60 V8 engines, and several other parts. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Ercole Spada concept exterior: , Hans
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Z4 E Initially launched as a sedan in January , the E34 also saw a "Touring" station wagon
estate body style added in September , a first for the 5 Series. The E34 generation marked the
first time all-wheel drive was incorporated into the 5 Series with the iX, and the first V8 engine to
be used in a 5 Series. There was an unusually large range of engines fitted over its lifetime as
nine different engine families were used. These consisted of straight-four , straight-six and V8
engines. The E34 M5 is powered by the S38 straight-six engine and was produced in sedan and
wagon body styles. Development ran from July to early , with the initial design proposal penned
by Ercole Spada in Following Spada's departure from BMW and styling approval in , J Mays
finalized the design for production in mid Special attention was paid to aerodynamics, with the
E34 basic sedan having a drag coefficient of 0. Series production began in November Official
output figures are as follows: [11]. Front suspension consists of double pivot MacPherson
struts , with a replaceable shock absorber cartridge inside a steel strut housing. Control arms
and thrust arms control front-to-back and side-to-side movement. Rear suspension consists of
semi-trailing arms with coil springs integrated in a strut assembly. The base model, available
only in Europe, [11] was the petrol-powered four-cylinder i. Only available with a 5-speed
manual transmission, a total of 53, cars were produced. The next petrol model up was the
six-cylinder i, which began production in January The i was the second most popular E34 model

globally, with , units produced. A rare E34 model is the petrol-powered six-cylinder iX, of which
only 9, cars were produced. It was powered by the BMW M50 engine and was the first 5 Series
to use a rack and pinion steering system. There are two versions of the E34 i: an inline-six
model produced from to , and a V8 model produced from to The earlier model was one of the
last applications of the BMW M30 inline-six engine. The V8 version, which replaced the
six-cylinder i in the lineup, was powered by the new BMW M60 V8 engine and was available with
a 5-speed manual or 5-speed automatic transmission. Between the two versions of the i, a total
of 57, cars were produced. The highest six-cylinder model except for the M5 was the i. Despite
the 'i' model designation and '3. A total of 97, cars were produced, [21] including the Alpina B10
BiTurbo, 3. The i was replaced by the V8-engined i and i models in In , the i model was added to
the top of the 5 Series lineup, powered by the BMW M60 V8 engine and available in both sedan
and wagon body styles the latter not in US. Transmission options were a 6-speed manual or a
5-speed automatic. A total of 26, units were produced. In the wide grilles became available on
other models as well. The first diesel model was the td, which was introduced in This model was
replaced by the tds in , and a lower-specification td was introduced in All diesel models were
powered by turbocharged inline-six engines. In the United States, the E34 model range was
launched in October with the i and i 6-cylinder models for the model year. The 3. Introduced in
September [24] and produced until August , the E34 M5 was produced in both sedan and station
wagon 'Touring' body styles, the latter being the first M5 to be available as a wagon. This 3. In
its last year of production for the M5, the transmission was upgraded from a 5-speed manual to
the Getrag G 6-speed manual which was also used by the i model. A model which could run on
natural gas as well as petrol and was only sold in Germany. The g was based on the i Touring
model and the only transmission available was a 5-speed manual. It was only produced in and
just units were built. After unveiling the BMW E1 and E2 concept car electric vehicles in , BMW
began a project to show it was possible to make a full-sized electric car, despite the obstacle of
the weight of the lead-acid battery technology at the time. To assist the electric drivetrain, the
iev also had a four-cylinder petrol engine and a continuously variable transmission , a
configuration similar to the first production hybrid cars produced by other manufacturers
several years later. Because the M5 was discontinued for non-European markets in , the i
M-Sport model was built in for the North American market. An Mi model was produced for in
Canada. It includes the features of the North American i M-sport, plus upgraded Euro-spec M5
brakes, inch M-parallel wheels, and various trim pieces. The i LE i. Limited Edition sedan was
sold in Australia and the United Kingdom. Most changes occur in September each year, when
the changes for the following model year go into production, as is typical BMW practice.
Therefore, the changes for represent the model year, for example. Production of the E34
commenced on November 2, for the i, [39] with i market launch being in January and other
variants following a staggered launch. Production of the i began in February , being launched to
market in April , with the td entering production in March for May introduction. Touring
production began in November Production ended for the sedan in December and Touring in
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Commons. Executive car E. Z4 E It was powered by four-cylinder petrol, six-cylinder petrol and
six-cylinder diesel engines, the latter a first for the 3 Series. Following the launch of the E36 3
Series in , the E30 began to be phased out. Development of the E30 3 Series began in July , with
styling being developed under chief designer Claus Luthe [7] with exterior styling led by Boyke
Boyer. Externally, the E30's appearance is very similar to twin headlight versions of its E21
predecessor, however there are various detail changes in styling to the E Major differences to
the E21 include the interior and a revised suspension, the latter to reduce the oversteer for
which the E21 was criticised. In the exterior and interior trim were updated. The i model was
replaced with the i at this time and the diesel-engined d was introduced. However, the Baur

remained on sale, alongside the factory convertible. The M3 convertible was only offered for the
European market. The update models remained largely unchanged until the end of production,
with the addition of the is model in External styling changes included redesigned rear lights,
front bumper and a reduction in the amount of chrome trim. Rust protection was improved with
the update. In addition to the two-door sedan and Baur convertible body styles of its E21
predecessors, the E30 later also became available as a four-door sedan and five-door station
wagon marketed as "Touring". Initially, the E30 used carryover four-cylinder M10 and
six-cylinder M20 petrol engines from its E21 predecessor. A six-cylinder diesel engine was
introduced, in both naturally aspirated and turbocharged forms. Factory specifications are
shown below. The Series 2 update introduced a new four-cylinder engine: the M40, which used
Bosch Motronic fuel-injection. The iS was released in , using the new M42 engine and only
being available with two doors. The M3 is powered by the S14 engine, a high-revving
four-cylinder engine. At the launch of the E30 range, the six-cylinder models consisted of the i,
which had a 2. These models were not sold in North America, [46] presumably for emissions
reasons. In , the 2. An economy version called the e was released with a lower revving, more
fuel efficient engine. The e is an abbreviation for eta , which is used to represent the thermal
efficiency of a heat engine. To maximise low-rev torque, the e engine was the largest available
in an E30 aside from the i model, which was only sold in South Africa. The e engine had a longer
stroke than the i version, with a more restrictive head, four cam bearings instead of seven, and
single valve springs instead of the dual valve springs used by the i version. In the td was
unveiled at the IAA, Germany. The M21 engine used a Garrett turbocharger without an
intercooler. In BMW introduced the d, a naturally aspirated version of the same M21 engine,
which was popular in countries with a high motor vehicle tax. The updated engine has a smaller
turbocharger, decreasing turbo lag. In total, six transmissions were available for the various
models of the E four manuals , and two automatics. One of the features that added to the
roominess of the E30 was the suspension. The front MacPherson struts and rear semi-trailing
arm suspension were a compact arrangement that left a lot of cabin and boot space for the car's
overall size. The semi-trailing arms have been criticized for the dynamic toe and camber
changes inherent to the suspension geometry, causing bump steer in hard cornering situations
such as racing and autocross. Nonetheless, reviewers praised the handling of the E For the
front wheels, all models use disk brakes. For the rear wheels, most models use disk brakes,
except for some 4-cylinder models which use drum brakes. The primary distinctive feature of
the BMW E30 models produced for the North American market in â€” is the protruding front and
rear aluminum bumpers. These bumpers are commonly known as "diving boards. In mid for
model year , shorter body-coloured plastic bumpers replaced the aluminium ones altogether. In
South Africa, only the two-door and four-door sedans were built, four cylinder gasoline petrol
models production continued there until Despite the introduction of the M40 engine, the old
Mpowered continued to be sold in South Africa until , gaining the new bumpers when the range
was updated. The i is a South Africa-only model, and the South African iS models were a
different specification from iS models sold in other countries. The BMW M3 utilised a widened
and heavily redesigned variation of the two-door body style, therefore the M3 shares few body
parts with other E30 models. For Portugal and Italy only, due to considerably higher taxes for
cars with engines exceeding cc, a special model was created: the is. Production of the is
continued until Sports suspension was fitted to all two-door models, and to four-doors
produced from September The interior of the is was identical to that of other 3 Series models,
except an M3 instrument cluster which features an oil temperature gauge instead of a fuel
economy gauge was used. The is was sold for three years, with 1, four-doors and 2, two-doors
produced. About such cars were imported beginning in late until at least These cars were built
with help from Alpina in Buchloe, Germany. The i was produced from to and only cars were
produced. The 2. It was launched in the first half of and was powered by an Alpina-fettled, 2.
They also had Recaro sports seats, JPS badging, a limited slip differential , sports suspension,
a sunroof and a body kit. Models sold in Indonesia and Thailand used complete knock-down
kits produced in Germany, which were assembled in Jakarta and Bangkok respectively. Sedan
production concluded on April 30, at Regensburg. Other variants were phased out gradually,
until the final E30 model, a Touring, was produced in , and sold as a model year. The E30 M3
had a very successful career in Touring car racing. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Compact executive car D. Total [94]. Z4 E Thinking about buying an original s M3? Too late.
Hoping to tuck one of the last naturally-aspirated straight-six M-performance BMWs in your
garage with a mint-condition early s M3? You probably should have done so two years ago. Like
the Porsche , both the E30 and E46 chassis M3s have pricing that's climbing for the
stratosphere. The E30 started shooting up ages ago, and something like a M3 with the
Competition Package and a manual-transmission is already collector grade material. Face it, if
you're an M3 fan on a budget, you're out of luck. Except, that is, for the E36 M3, which still
continues to be overlooked by the collector market. You'd think that the interest of celebrity
owners like the late Paul Walker would have caused a spike in interest, but the combination of
availability and late s styling means that the E36 remains relatively affordable. However,
affordable doesn't mean cheap. The E36 may be a hidden gem, but it's also a potential conflict
diamond, ready to extract a pound of flesh from an incautious owner. Here's our look at how to
get most of that M3 driving pleasure while minimizing your pain. Introduced in the North
American market in the model year, the E36 M3 aimed to soften BMW's highest-spec 3-series for
mass market appeal. Where the boxy, rev-happy original M3 really only made sense to a
hardcore track rat, the new car's smooth straight six and more ample torque made it a better
daily driver. A five-speed automatic transmission was available, and there were three body
styles: coupe, convertible, and sedan. I suppose it needs mentioning, given BMW's current
model lineup, that the coupe only came with two doors. The first run of cars was specifically
designed for the North American market and came with a 3. This is forty-six fewer horsepower
than the higher-compression European engines, but the US version is slightly less complex,
and a little easier to maintain. For instance, US-spec M3s don't need periodic valve adjustments.
There are a few rarer models to be aware of. First, and oddest, are the forty-five Canadian-spec
cars that predated the M3's official entry into North America by a year. Essentially model-year
Euro-spec cars, there were just 45 of these imported under a market loophole. If you happened
across one, it wouldn't be a difficult cross-border import. Also very rare, but a known quantity,
is the only Lightweight version. Some lbs lighter than the standard car, about sixty of these low
production run cars are known to have made their way to the US. Think of it as the M3 version
of a chassis Porsche GT3. Only minor quirks differentiate the rest of the E36's production run.
The largest change is an increase in engine displacement to 3. Clearly BMW didn't think much
of American driving ability, and was perfectly happy to protect US M3 owners with the safety net
of mild understeer. Having said that, the E36 M3 remains one of the best-handling cars money
can buy. Lively, quick, yet very easy to drive at or near the limit, the E36 is sort of a German
Miata. The hp rating means a V6 Camry will probably walk away from you in a straight line, but
as a momentum car for the circuit or twisty backroad, it's excellent. Having spoken to several
owners, the convertible model is not really recommended. While top-down sunny days will be
charming, at more than a decade old, the M3 has developed the usual creaks and rattles of any
car not initially designed to be a roadster. In addition, the three electric motors and umpteen
microswitches are just ripe for failure â€” owners often opt for a hardtop instead. There's
nothing specifically wrong with the ZF automatic transmission, but it's not a particularly thrilling
way to get an M3. Go manual. There are no particular best years to look for, though the last
models are occasionally in better condition simply because of the age. Since even the youngest
M3s will now be a decade and a half old, mileage is only one part of the story of any car. Be
picky: BMW sold 36, of these cars in the US, so searching for a well-maintained car is worth the
wait. There are also no real deals to be had. The E36 has a reputation for fragility, and we'll look
at a few preventative maintenance items in a bit. However, there are a few more serious warning
signs to look out for. Rust is always worth checking for. With the E36, look around the trunk,
rear quarter panels, jacking points, rocker panels, and front swaybar mountings. Further, check
for any water in the passenger footwell as clogged drains can obviously cause electrical issues.
Having an M3 checked out by a reputable BMW mechanic is of course highly recommended.
There are also a few clues that will let you know whether or not it's even worth taking things
that far. Steering rack leaks are common and perhaps less serious; coolant leaks should be a
red flag. Probably the biggest issue to watch for with the E36 are problems with the chassis
itself. There are a number of weak points here, all requiring welding and serious repair. The rear

shock towers are mounted on very thin metal with just two nuts to secure them. Cracks are
common, and that's a cut-and-weld fix. Inspect beforehand, and plan to install reinforcement
plates if the car you're looking at doesn't already have them. Also at the back is the rear trailing
arm bushing pocket, a metal carrier bolted to the car. Again, weak metal is a problem here, with
cracks and even tearing caused. Worn bushings can exacerbate the problem, and there are
weld-in aftermarket reinforcements. If considering an M3 as your first German car after an
ownership cycle of Hondas or Nissans, there are a few things to be aware of. German engineers
seem to almost always design their cars as if they were making moon rockets: great
performance for a brief period of time, then spectacular and expensive failure. Also, while the
E36 M3 is now depreciated to a very accessible price, parts remain pretty much as expensive as
they ever were. Maintaining one is costly. It's not clear what lifetime BMW was thinking of when
they advertised lubricants like the transmission fluid as being "lifetime fluids. An ice sculpture?
Whatever the case, all fluids in an E36 M3 should be replaced on the same regular intervals as
you would any other car, and more often if you plan to track the car regularly. Further, most
E36s are reaching that magic age when nearly every single rubber bushing in the car is
developing slop or becoming brittle. Parts to monitor include, but are not limited to: tie rod
ends, transmission mounts, sway bar end links, motor mounts, rear strut mounts, differential
mounts, control arm bushings, trailing arm bushings, and the guibo a rubber flex disc for the
driveshaft. Budgeting for a full set of replacement bushings can infuse a tired-feeling M3 with
something of its original freshness, and improve the handling far more than any lowering kit. If
you don't mind a reduction in ride quality, this can also be a good time to move to a
polyurethane bushing with greater durability. In addition, keeping an eye on the bushings for
the rear trailing arms and rear strut mounts can help prevent much more serious wear to metal
components and the chassis. Again, buy reinforcement plates for the rear strut mounts, and
save yourself future headaches. The cooling system in the E36 is a known weak point, and
should be monitored carefully for leaks. If the water pump bearing fails, the mechanical cooling
fan will shake itself to pieces and potentially cut right through the cooling lines. The
temperature gauge is not particularly reliable, so if you live in a hotter climate or plan for more
extreme use, an accurate aftermarket gauge would be a good investment. Another problem area
to keep an eye on is the single 19mm nut standing between you and complete engine failure.
The E36 M3 has a chain-driven oil pump with a sprocket secured by just one nut, one that has
been known to back off. Buy yourself some insurance with thread locker or a similar method of
securing things. All in all, there are numerous potential problems with the E Like all older
German cars, these issues can be unpredictable and frustrating. However, the E36 is fairly
simple to work on, and will reward an owner who doesn't mind getting their hands dirty. Many of
the driveline components are shared with the E36 i, making for good availability. Almost
everything that can go wrong with the car has already happened to someone else; if you like to
wrench and have an internet connection, you'll keep your repair costs down. The E36 M3 is
supported by a huge and varied aftermarket. However, most modifications from the factory are a
complete waste of time. Adding power via bolt-ons is expensive and only adds incremental
power. Forced induction power adders like superchargers can make real power, but will also
accelerate the failure of driveline parts. For instance, the US-spec M3s rear differential is smaller
than the Euro-spec version, and more susceptible to heat and abusive use. Instead of chasing
power, the E36 responds best to some very mild suspension modification, a good set of
square-fitment i. Like an early Miata, the E36's real charm is in the way it can do more with less
power, and how it works as a good rung on the ladder. Master an E36 and as you'll be moving
your skillset towards extracting the most out of a C5 Z06 or similar. With so many cars initially
sold and now mostly in the hands of a large enthusiast base, there are a host of forums to
search when you inevitably have an issue with your new-to-you E36 M3. Bimmer Forums and
M3 Forums both have Especific sections with plenty of material. Don't be turned off by the long
list of potential issues here with the E36 M3. It's a rewarding car to own, if a little more
challenging than something Japanese. If ownership is approached with your eyes open, there's
plenty to be learned. Further, those who become fans, mostly stay fans. As one older,
well-heeled owner put it, "Let's put it this wayâ€”I can have any car I want and this is the one I
am keeping. Join Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories.
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